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Abstract: This article shows that use of artificial dielectric in form of two-dimensional array consisted of small plates can
transform electrical input impedance of printed biconical vibrator in ultra-wide bandwidth and improve quality of its matching. It
is also found that use of this artificial dielectric eliminates deep dip in radiation pattern of planar biconical vibrator in direction
normal of its plane at high frequencys.
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1. Introduction
In this paper was studied the possibility and efficiency of
input impedance transformation for flat biconical vibrator in
ultra-wide frequency band by covering it with electrically
small metal plates, deposited on both sides of thin dielectric
coating of antenna device. Earlier studies [1-4] have shown
that structure consisted of pair nanoscale metal plates can have
magnetic properties, even in the optical wavelength range.
Specifically, in [1] was shown that dual metal nano rods can
have significant characteristics. In [2] was shown that such
structures can, under certain conditions, exhibit diamagnetic
properties and, which is very interesting, even negative values
of refractive index in optical wavelength range. In [3, 4],
experimental studies of optical metamaterials with negative
refractive index are shown.

2. Description of Technology
In this article were studied two kinds of plate - in the form
of square frame with side length of 8 mm, and - solid square
plate with dimensions substantially smaller than wavelength,
Fig. 1. In particular, for coating of small metallic frame, it is
assumed that due to time-varying magnetic flux penetrating
the frame, it will be induce ring (antisymmetric) currents,
which flow causes secondary magnetic field. The expectation
was on that formation of several magnetic radiators (frames)

may increase proportion of magnetic energy in near field of
electric vibrator, in which dominates electric field:
EΣ / H Σ >> Z 0 = µ a / ε a . Alignment balance between
electric and magnetic energy in near field of vibrator should
improve antenna matching in wide bandwidth.
Advantages of proposed technology are - use technology of
multilayer printed circuit boards for antenna production (i.e.
high manufacturability), and - the possibility of realizing the
function of ultrawideband transformation of antenna input
impedance with value of 150 ohms to standard 50 ohms
without using a transformer, like tapering transmission line.
The disadvantage is - need to use at least two-layer printed
circuit board for implementing a metamaterial antenna
coating.
In addition, presence of magnetic field component oriented
parallel to plane of the frames and vibrator should also induce
→

→

antisymmetric currents J1 and J 2 within opposing frames
and between vibrator shoulders and frames, because normal
→

→

vectors n1 and n2 to opposing sides of metal plates are
oriented in opposite directions. Displacement currents in
space between plates close antisymmetric currents, which also
lead to occurrence of secondary magnetic field.
Also, under influence of vibrator electric field in artificial
dielectric plates induced cophased (symmetric in left and right
halves of the frame) currents. In impedance is introduced
capacitive component due to capacitance between the plates,
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as well as – between plates and vibrator shoulders which leads
to substantial decrease of wave resistance of structure and
input impedance of vibrator. The equivalent circuit of one
period of artificial dielectric structure may be represented as
shown at fig. 2.

Figure 1. Flat biconical vibrator with side of 160 mm (a), frame covering (b),
geometry of frame (c), geometry of covering solid plates (d). Substrate
material - Rogers 4003, thickness - 0.508 mm.

by reactance C1 , C 2 and L2 (because L 2 > L1 ). Period of
artificial dielectric structure was chosen experimentally to get
transformation ratio of 3: 1. Thus, considering that gap
between plates, located in neighboring Floquet cells, equal to
gap between plates of artificial dielectric structure and
shoulders of structure (0.5 mm in this case), the capacitance
values between plate and vibrator shoulder is greater than
capacitance between plates, located in neighboring Floquet
cells: C 2 > C1 .
At frequencies below resonant frequency of parallel
oscillatory circuit with elements ( C 2 , L2 ) considered
equivalent circuit corresponds to high-pass filter. In [5-11]
studied dispersion characteristics of metamaterials with
different structures. In particular, it is shown that in
long-wave region, where equivalent circuit of studied
artificial dielectric is high pass filter, effective refractive
index of material may be negative in wide frequency band.
At higher frequencies (higher than the resonant frequency
of series oscillatory circuit with elements ( C1 , L1 ) and
parallel oscillating circuit with elements ( C 2 , L 2 )) an
equivalent circuit of this structure is low-pass filter that,
according to the results of studies [5-11], corresponds to
positive values of refractive index of artificial dielectric.
Due to significant shunt capacitance effects of C 2 in
studied variants of artificial dielectric structure, average input
impedance of plane biconical vibrator is significantly reduced:
from 150 ohms to about 50 ohms, Fig. 3, which is very
convenient to match the antenna to feed line with standard
impedance of 50 ohms. All studied characteristics obtained by
using CST Microwave Studio 2012. Fig. 3 shows, that when
coating made in form of closed frames the antenna input
impedance at high frequencies becomes almost purely active,
while coating in form of solid square plates – gives us
capacitive component of input impedance at high frequencies.

Figure 2. The equivalent circuit of one period of artificial dielectric structure.

Following abbreviations are used: C1 - capacitances,
which taking into account the link between plates arranged in
adjacent Floquet cells of structure; L1 - inductances of plates
(or frames); C 2 - capacitance between plates in same cell,
and - between plates (or frames) of artificial dielectric and
vibrator shoulders; L2 - inductance caused by antisymmetric
currents which are induced in result of time-varying magnetic
flux penetrating cell of structure, and - antisymmetric currents
induced by magnetic field component in plates (or frames) as
well as - in vibrator shoulders.
Considering, that period of artificial dielectric structure
d = 10 mm significantly smaller than wavelength in studied
frequency range f ∈ [0.5; 3] GHz and small inductive
reactance value of solid square plates, in low-frequency range
will be dominate values of distributed impedance determined

Figure 3. 1) – Vibrator in dielectric layer and uncovered (150 ohms) 2) –
covering in form of frames (54 Ohm) 3) – covering in form of square plates
(54 ohms).

Fig. 4 shows that use of artificial dielectric in form of flat
biconical vibrator covering can compensate deep dip in
radiation pattern in direction of normal to vibrator plane at
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high frequency region (from 2.5 to 3 GHz). Cause of deep dip
of vibrator without metamaterial covering is significant
difference from common-mode current distribution in his
shoulders. In vibrator covered with metamaterial at frequency
range, where absolute value of refractive index n is less than
1, phase velocity of currents, flowing through vibrator
shoulders, substantially increases v = v0 / n , whereby current
distribution tends to common-mode, thus deep dip in radiation
pattern in direction of normal to vibrator plane is compensated.
Studies have shown that this effect occurs both in case of solid
covering plates and frame covering.

Figure 6. Smith chart at frequency band from 0.5 to 3 GHz, transmission line
impedance - 50 ohms.

Figure 4. 1.1 – Gain of vibrator in dielectric layer and uncovered in direction
of normal to antenna plane; 1.2 - gain of vibrator in dielectric layer and
uncovered in direction perpendicular to axis of the antenna; 2.1 - gain of
vibrator in dielectric layer and covered by frames in direction of normal to
antenna plane; 2.2 - gain of vibrator in dielectric layer and covered by frames
in direction perpendicular to axis of the antenna.

Numerical simulation of flat biconical vibrator with
covering of researched artificial dielectric and powered by a
coplanar line was performed, Fig. 5.
Smith chart for researched antenna in frequency band from
0.5 to 3 GHz is shown at Fig. 6, frequency dependence of
VSWR - Fig. 7. Frequency dependences of gain in direction of
normal to plane and perpendicular to axis of the antenna are
shown at Fig. 8.
Calculations showed that efficiency decrease of antenna
including losses in transformer at researched frequency range
from 0.5 to 3 GHz is less than 0.35 dB.

Figure 5. Powering of flat biconical vibrator by coplanar line.

Figure 7. Frequency dependence of VSWR at antenna port, with feed line
impedance 50 ohms.

Figure 8. Frequency dependence of antenna gain: 1 - gain in direction of
normal to antenna plane, 2 - gain in direction perpendicular to axis of the
antenna
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Figure 9. Frequency dependence of antenna efficiency: 1 - efficiency of
covered vibrator with powering in its center by external voltage source; 2 antenna efficiency, with included losses in transformer
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3. Conclusion
Based on results of research, was found that use of artificial
dielectric in form of two-dimensional array of plates with
small electrical sizes (solid square-shaped plates and square
frames) allows you to transform input impedance of printed
biconical vibrator in ultrawide bandwidth and improve quality
of its matching.
Also found that use of this artificial dielectric eliminates
deep dip in radiation pattern of planar biconical vibrator in
direction of normal to its plane at high-frequency of
researched range.
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